
THEPLANET PRESENTS 
The hottest cooking show on Facebook in the region. 



A LOOK BACK



SEASON ONE: 10 EPISODES

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MvNiuREnNUA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lWxLLqGftpA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yl1gVa-9VmM


SEASON TWO: 20 EPISODES

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BNBV0CZ-dPY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g0qspOCojnk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cvAYv46v2nA


Total views: 2,151,803
Likes: 22,322
Comments: 6,430
Shares: 3,570

THE NUMBERS AT A GLANCE



Engagement Rate: 6.4
(Signifies that our content is relevant to audience + audience is loyal vs competition)

We have more than double engagement 
rate of our nearest competitor

A DEEPER LOOK



Relevance Rate: 25
(Signifies that video content has been presented in an attractive, relevant fashion to stakeholders)

A DEEPER LOOK



“Our Sponsorship of Fel Engaz has positively impacted sales, we saw a 
direct increase in sales from products featured on show during 
season airing.”

Wadi Food Marketing Director

FROM OUR SPONSORS



FROM OUR FANS



Name: Emad Hosny

Age: Mid 20s

Marital Status: Married

Name: Sahar Hassan

Age: 20s

Marital Status: Married

Name: Haidy El Khouly

Age: Mid 20’s

Marital Status: Single

OUR FANS AT A GLANCE

https://www.facebook.com/linaloey/about?section=relationship&pnref=about


THE BREAKDOWN



FROM WADI FOOD’S FACEBOOK PAGE



THE FANS ENGAGE WITH FEL ENGAZ



THE FANS SHARE FEL ENGAZ



A LOOK FORWARD



Enhanced production with a new creative direction, set design and a designated food stylist. 

One episode a week for 5 months

Regular engagement posts complementing video content, directly interacting with the fans. 

Duration: ~1 minute. 

FEL ENGAZ SEASON 3



AROUND THE WORLD IN 20 RECIPES



A quick stop to a new country every episode, with a recipe that reflects the culture and nature 
of said country. Unique dishes that are easy to learn and follow.

The entire episode will be themed after the country featured via the dish, including the music, 
colors, sound effects, and terminology quickly explained throughout the dish.

Duration: ~1 minute. 

FEL ENGAZ AROUND THE WORLD



The season will include various recipes for different baked, grilled, sauteed 
and fried international dishes. 

FEL ENGAZ AROUND THE WORLD



SEE EVERYTHING IN ACTION
Each episode will present the recipe from a 
variety of angles to make sure the essence 
is perfectly captured and to represent 
each country with the proper props and 
ornaments

FEL ENGAZ AROUND THE WORLD



ANIMATION DOMINATION
Fel Engaz always makes sure every 
ingredient, price, promotions and timing is 
clearly displayed on screen.

This season, we want to add even more 
expressive animations to spice things up 
even more

FEL ENGAZ AROUND THE WORLD

https://www.facebook.com/spriteeg/videos/1849501225284005/


KITCHEN SOUNDS
Each cooking process has it’s unique 
sound.

We want to add some special kitchen 
sounds to make the cooking feel more 
up-close and personal.

FEL ENGAZ AROUND THE WORLD

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nZ2GvIbIqYY


All episodes are currently available to be watched on the native iPhone and Android apps for 
Fel Engaz. 

New features will include sharing the videos directly on Whatsapp and Facebook, filtering 
recipes, favorite recipes, shopping lists based on chosen recipes, and connecting with your 
Facebook account to directly upload images of the finished recipe to the Fel Engaz page. 

MOBILE APPS



WORKING TOGETHER



FEL ENGAZ SEASON THREE KICK OFF



PRODUCT PLACEMENT
As with season 2 of Fel Engaz, product placement lets you strategically choose which products 
to highlight, and then we create the content centered around it. The integration is seamless so 
that the audience receives it well, believes in its credibility, without for a second thinking that 
it is out of context. 

Depending on the show and the product, the placement will always be within the flow to show 
our followers how exactly these products are useful. 

EXCLUSIVE SPONSORSHIP



POWERED BY
At the start and end of each sponsored episode, there will be a “Powered by” screen 
highlighting that this show is made possible thanks to you. The phrasing of the term “Powered 
By” can be anything that suits your brand and the content of the show. 

As part of the Powered by sponsorship, there will be a link in the caption of the video linking 
directly to your page on Facebook, gaining direct traction and exposure for the brand. 

EXCLUSIVE SPONSORSHIP



POWERED BY
We will also tag the sponsor in two pieces of social content per week. Content will add value 
and mention brand within a context that makes sense to content.

EXCLUSIVE SPONSORSHIP



DELIVERABLES
Fel Engaz, 20 episodes: 

TOTAL: 4,000,000 views

SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES
LE 198,500



brought to you by theplanet productions


